9 - 15 March 2019
Seminarhotel Leuenberg, Hölstein, Switzerland

“An opportunity to fall into the centre of one’s heart”
Robert Gonzales

A new 7 day transformational retreat with Robert Gonzales, Simone Anliker & friends.
The Global Dyad Meditation Retreat is a Yin approach to the Dyad Meditation Process. The
beauty and depth of this new retreat lies in the combination of
-

the Dyad Meditation Process (click for more information) with
inspirational teachings,
various integration practices including ample time for contemplation and creative
expression and
the co-creation of a team of highly experienced professionals.

This combination is designed to offer a deep and embodied experience of the Dyad
Meditation process. The Dyad becomes a prayer for body and mind!
This residential retreat is for people who want to deeply reconnect with their soul, its
creativity and explore new ways of expressing and relating more honestly. It will be held at a
beautiful and nurturing venue in Hölstein, near Basel.
The retreat is limited to 60 people, so book soon to confirm your spot.
Click here to book or send an email to info@compassion-voice.ch
TUITION:
• Earlybird: CHF 790 – 1150 according to your possibilities to contribute plus room and
board
• Registration after 1st February: CHF 990
• Registration after 1st March: CHF 1150
• Deposit: CHF 300 (non-refundable) due at time of registration. Remaining balance is
due by February 28, 2019.
* This is NOT an Awakening to Life Intensive. For more information click here.

HOW?
The week will include daily talking sessions with Robert Gonzales, sitting and moving dyad
meditations, and various integration sessions to support a full bodied experience.
- The Dyad Meditation Process will help to reconnect with our divine essence and calls
forth our own inner wisdom: You become your own guru!
- Inspiring morning talks with Robert help us to remember who we really are.
- Visual art, music, dance, yoga, hearth-sharing circles, journaling, silence in
community etc. are some of the various integration practices facilitated by the cotrainers that offer a deep and embodied experience of the insights and wisdom
received in the Dyad Meditation process.
See the daily retreat schedule on page 4.
You will receive a variety of tools that can be integrated into daily life to support a deeper
intimacy in all relationships, particularly with Self. The capacity for listening, giving
empathy, and expressing honestly will be cultivated and strengthened.
CLICK HERE - GLOBAL DYAD TESTIMONIALS

WHERE?

Seminarhotel Leuenberg (https://www.leuenberg.ch) Hölstein, near Basel, Switzerland
Reservation for your room directly at the hotel (info@leuenberg.ch) with the remark: Global
Dyad Meditation Retreat
CHF 119 per person/per night for a single with vegetarian meals/vegan option
CHF 89 per person/per night for a double with vegetarian meals/vegan option
TRANSLATION
Robert’s teachings as well as the whole group meetings will be translated into German. In the
afternoon and evening you can chose between sessions that are offered in German or English
(no translation here).
FILMING
Some sessions will be recorded so the film material and photos can be used for a
documentary. You are asked to sign a release at arrival if you want to be part of it. The
sessions will be announced ahead of time. Of course, you have free choice whether you want
to be in the film or on the photos or not! The film and the photos are going to be used for PR
purposes on our websites and in the social media. In case you do not want to be filmend or
taken pictures of, please let us know before the retreat. This said, it is very important to us
that the retreat experience is not being disturbed though.

WHO?
This retreat will be facilitated by Robert Gonzales & Simone Anliker and a team of
experienced trainers.

The Dyad Inquiry Project
www.compassion-voice.ch

